LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS

✓ Photograph of Kanakangan Lifestyle Residency in Durgapur whose flat owners claim that, promised facilities have not been provided.

✓ Photographs showing violation of Building Rules as to leaving no side open space between two buildings.

✓ Photograph showing the negligence to maintain water bodies, ponds and tanks whose contribution is vital in an urban form.

✓ Photographs displaying a construction work, which is being done by partly reclaiming a large pond.

✓ Photographs displaying a multiplex, which has been constructed after reclaiming a large water body.

✓ Photographs showing a construction of building without maintaining minimum horizontal clearance from the electric line.

✓ Photographs displaying the violation of building rules in river zone.

✓ Photographs showing the proximity of building constructed on the G.T. Road Side, without leaving prescribed front open space.

✓ Photographs showing the negligence of the developer to keep or store building materials on road causing discomfort to traffic flow.

✓ Photographs displaying the condition of old dilapidated building in Borobazar Area of Calcutta wherein the electric wearing are hanging in dangerous condition.

✓ Photographs showing the violation of Floor Area Ratio and utilizing the maximum space leaving no side and front open space.

✓ Photographs showing the faulty construction of a multistoreyed building one of which has slanted on to the other and resulted in cracks.

✓ Photographs of multistoreyed building constructed on E.M. Bypass, situated at Highland Park, Kolkata.

✓ Photographs showing a project undertaken by Bengal Shristi Infrastructural Development Limited near Prantik Railway Station, at Ruppur Gram Panchayat area, 128 no. Gram, Samsad, Bolpur, Birbhum.